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rise to the
challenge!

Futsal, aikido,

trampolining,
triathlon,

orienteering,

kettlebells and

kickboxing
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golf
Abingdon’s rising golfing

star Eddie Pepperell has

questioned the use of

appearance fees on the

European Tour suggesting

that the top players are

being “a bit greedy” and it

could lead to a widening

gap between top players

and the rest of the field.

He says on his recent blog

“the sponsors of these

events in the Desert are

pumping half the money

into five or six people’s

pockets. I wonder if the tour

done away with appearance

fees, how many top players

would still come and play

for $6million. My guess is

quite a few.” Appearance

fees aren’t used on the

PGA Tour so the total prize

money for all the players is

bigger. Eddie says if it wasn’t

for appearance fees on the

2014 Desert Swing, the prize

money would be $6m rather

than $2.5m. He fears the

situation could get worse

in future with more top

players demanding even

more and even less being

available to everyone else.

He said “It could happen

then that in the near

future, 25 guys are being

paid to show up and the

other 125 are playing for

£500,000. That surely sounds

too ridiculous to even give

thought but it’s the way it’s

going.” Read Eddie’s regular

blogs at eddiepepperell.

wordpress.com

sports
Options for where to buy

sporting equipment in the

Oxford area are about

the increase massively.

Decathlon, the French

sports shop chain with 14

shops around the UK are

opening a new branch at

Seacourt Tower Retail Park

at Botley Road on May 1.

They will sell equipment

for around 70 different

sports, everything from

cycling to camping to

skiing to martial arts.

To find out more go to

www.decathlon.co.uk

sport relief
Put your running shoes to

good use by running to raise

money for charity in March.

Cutteslowe Park in North

Oxford and Brookes

University are the venues for

two Oxford Mile events for

Sport Relief on 23 March.

You can run, jog or walk

round the courses, with

options of 1m, 3m or 6m.

The race start times are 9.30,

entry is £6 for adults, £3 for

children, family entry £15.

If it’s swimming that floats

your boat, the Oxfordshire

swimming pools will be the

place to be as they’re all

hosting swimathons over

the weekend of 21–23

March. Get down to Barton,

Ferry, Temple Cowley, Didcot

Wave, Blackbird Leys, Botley

or Kidlington leisure centres

for 1.5km, 2.5km or 5km

options – adult entry is

£11, concessions £6, team

£25 (concession team £20).

There are various speed

options to suit your ability –

ranging from slow to fast!

Go to my.sportrelief.com

to enter.

The organisers Oxford City

Council need volunteers to

help to run the Mile event –

roles include water station

volunteers, route marshals

and parking/traffic marshals.

Register here to volunteer:

www.surveymonkey.com/s/

OxSportReliefMile14

running
In advance of this year’s

OX5 5 mile run at

Blenheim Palace on 30th

March, you can sign up for

regular training sessions

designed to improve your

running technique and

avoid any injuries. Mark

Johnson, who is coaching

said “The purpose is to

help runners of all levels

become more efficient at

running and avoid injury.

Running with good

technique will help you to

avoid most common

injuries while also making

running more of a joy.”

You can also download a

training programme,

watch coaching videos and

get tips and advice at

www.runfortheirlives.co.uk.

Over 250 people have

already registered for the

race itself.

Registration for the hugely

popular Town & Gown 10k

is open now. The route

takes runners through the

city centre which is closed

to traffic and finishes in

University Park. The event

takes place this year on 11

May and raises money for

Muscular Dystrophy. There

is also a 3k junior race and

wheelchair race. Register

at townandgown10k.com.
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The premier
running and
fitness store
Running shoes
Top fitness brands
Specialist running equipment

Monday–Friday 9.30 am–5.30 pm
Late opening until 7.00 pm on Wednesdays
Saturday 9.30 am–5.00 pm
Sunday 11.00 am–4.00 pm

Fit 2 Run
Dunmore Court
Wootton Road
Abingdon
OX13 6BH

Telephone: 01235 531050

Order online at www.fit2rundirect.com

Like us on Facebook and
follow us on Twitter (@fit2runuk)

Stockists of…
Adidas
Asics
Balega
Brooks
Canterbury
Mizuno
New Balance
Nike
Nutri
Orca
Saucony
Skins
Torq

Present a copy of Off The Ball at the store for
a free gait analysis and a free pair of running
socks with every shoe purchase!

� � �� �� �� �



Fit2Run is a shop for everyone who takes
their fitness seriously. It was established in
2003 and has a reputation for giving excellent
advice from its well-trained and helpful staff.
They know just how important the correct
footwear is for you whatever your discipline.
To ensure you’ll walk out with exactly what you
need, they’ll carry out a full video gait analysis
before you choose your shoes.
There is a comprehensive range of shoes

and clothing in stock from all the major
manufacturers including fitness clothing by
Nike, Adidas and Canterbury. They work
very closely with the manufacturers and
frequently have in-store promotion days
giving the opportunity for further gait
assessment, product information and
special offers.
For the customer wishing to change trainers

they have a treadmill to analyse your running
style and advise you what type of shoe you
should be wearing.
The store is managed by Stephen Male & Rob

Taylor who are both keen runners. Stephen has
run at international level from juniors right
through to the veteran category. David Parsons,
another regular member of staff is a prolific

runner in his 60s and he’s a respected coach to
many of Oxfordshire’s top athletes.
If you are running to keep fit or considering a

spring or autumn marathon or 10k, call into
Fit2Run and they will be pleased to help you
with all your running requirements. 

Fit 2 run -
the store
that’s run
by runners!
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Fit 2 Run is based between Wootton and
Abingdon with easy access from the A34 –

ample free parking on site.
Dunmore Court, Wootton Road,

Abingdon OX13 6BH. Tel: 01235 531050
www.fit2rundirect.com

ITV Sports Presenter, Jim Rosenthal
says “Whether it’s just to catch up with

local sports news or buy some of the latest
sports products, I always enjoy visiting
Fit2Run. The wide range of athletics and

fitness products from all the top
manufacturers can be a minefield but Steve
Male and his experienced, friendly, staff

guide you through and you leave confident
of having purchased the right items.”

Steve Male David Parsons Rob Taylor

Recycled Cycles
9a Windmill Road
Headington
Oxford OX3 7BW
07583 806741
recycledcycles-oxford.co.uk

Oxford’s bike
recycling centre
Specialists in…

• Used bikes
• New & used spares
• Repairs/servicing
• Helmets
• Accessories
• Frame painting
• Custom builds
• Bikes built from the box



ORIENTEERING
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With the help of
some of Oxfordshire’s
sporting experts,
here’s a look at a
selection of fantastic
sports from off the
beaten track that’ll
keep you flying all
year long…

rise to the
challenge!

put a spring Back

in your step...

Oxford City Lions sit top of the Midlands
section of the National Futsal League and
have had two players Alfee Robins and
Peter Vallance appear in an England
jersey – Mark Hennels from the club tells
Off the Ball why people are getting into
Futsal in a big way.

What’s the difference between Futsal and
5-a-side football?
MH: Futsal is played inside on wooden or
plastic surfaces, with a slightly heavier, softer,
ball. The ball travels much more quickly across
the surface than it does on grass, and if not
controlled it bounces away and is lost, so it
develops much more skilful control. The ball is
controlled a lot more with the sole of the foot.
It is also played on a smaller pitch, so players get
closed down more quickly. It develops players
who are comfortable on the ball, or passing and
receiving under pressure. And with just four
outfield players, it becomes much more fast and
tactical (like basketball) and everyone has to
attack or defend together. In all, futsal enables
more technical, skilful, and quick footballers.

What do you think of the standard of the
sport in Oxfordshire?
MH: The Oxford City Lions are top of the
Midlands league Division 1 of the FA National
Futsal League. They are one of the best teams
in England. They have two players who have
played Futsal for England – Peter Vallance and
Alfee Robbins. At junior level, Futsal is
developing rapidly. The Oxford Mail Boys
League have built Futsal into their winter
timetable when lots of outdoor football is lost
because of the weather. In partnership with
Oxford City FC they have brought regular Futsal
to 4,000 boys in a warehouse in Cowley. There
are only half a dozen or so such facilities in
England (e.g. in London, Birmingham, Oxford,
Swindon and Sheffield). We need them
everywhere. Especially in schools!

Why should people move from football
to futsal?
People ask about how come Ronaldo, Ronaldinho,
Messi, Xavi and Iniesta are such skilful players.
The answer is because they grew up playing
Futsal. In Spanish and Portuguese-speaking
countries, grass is an expensive commodity
because of the cost of watering. So they play on
artificial surfaces, and as a result they are more

skilful than we are. If you can play with skill in a
small space on a fast surface, when you get
outside on to bigger pitches and slower grass
surfaces, you just have so much time!

It’s very tactical – what are some of the
plays involved?
Think football combined with basketball. You
have a much smaller goal. It’s harder to score
from direct shots, so it’s more important to
change angles as the ball comes to goal. You
will often see one team attacking another by
moving the ball from one side of the pitch to the
other and back again in seconds, trying to create
space. To counter this, teams often defend in a
tight diamond formation which is hard to break
down. If a team needs to score, it can play ‘fly
goalkeeper’ where you sacrifice a keeper to get
five outfield players. It’s a dangerous tactic, and
can lead to conceding more than scoring!

Orienteering
A great adventure sport
It began as land navigation military training in
19th century Sweden, defined originally as “the
crossing of unknown land with the aid of a map
and compass”. The principles are just the same
now, and there are events for all abilities right
on your doorstep courtesy of the Thames Valley
Orienteering Club who put the surrounding
countryside and parks to superb use.

Futsal
A new craze taking the football world on
at its own game…
Futsal is the emerging version of football which
helped develop players like Messi, Ronaldo,
Kaka and Pele. The name simply combines the
Spanish words for ‘hall’ – Sala and ‘Football’ –
Futbol. It is an exciting, fast-paced five-a-side
game, played with hockey sized goals and a
smaller ball with a reduced bounce.
As a small-sided game, players are

constantly placed in situations where they
must receive or play whilst under pressure or
in confined spaces and it places considerable
demand on technique, movement, tactical
awareness and fitness.
Recognised and supported by FIFA and UEFA

it is the fastest growing indoor sport in the
world and is played in professional leagues
throughout Europe.
Frankie Davie, Oxfordshire FA Marketing and

Communications Officer told Off The Ball
“Whether playing it, officiating it or using it as
a training tool to develop your players, Futsal is
a fantastic way to enjoy the beautiful game.”
Locally, the County FA organise a range of

Futsal events, courses and competitions such as
The Beginners Guide to Coaching Futsal, Futsal
Referees courses, The FA Youth Futsal Cup and
the biggest Futsal event of the year – The FA
Futsal Fives.

To find out more about Futsal and how you
can get involved, visit the Oxfordshire FA
website oxfordshirefa.com/players/futsal

For all Oxford City Lions’ news visit
www.pitchero.com/clubs/oxfordcityfc/

s/team-latest-65934.html
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What’s the appeal of orienteering and who
can do it we wondered. We spoke to Mike
Shires from the club who organise events
around Oxfordshire to find out – “Firstly, it’s
great fun. It’s also ideal for all running abilities,
as well as families looking for a shorter jog or
walk. It challenges the mind as well as the body
and your route choice around the course could
be as critical as your running speed!” We also
asked orienteer Blanka Collis, 30, from Oxford
who added, “It’s a good way of keeping fit and,
for me, it is also more interesting than just
jogging. It’s an extra mental challenge.”
At an adventure running event, you’ll receive

a special orienteering map of your chosen
course which will show a series of checkpoints.
The challenge is to visit these in order, as
quickly as you can, choosing your route around
the course and registering each checkpoint with
a small electronic timing chip.

Trampolining
Fiona Middleton of Higher Energy, one of
Oxford’s popular trampoline clubs, tells
Off the Ball about the appeal of a pursuit
which has been around since the 1930s.

How good is trampolining for you?
FM: Rebounding exercise is very effective due to
the effect it has on the whole body. It reduces
body fat, increases the muscle to fat ratio and
increases the efficiency with which the body
burns carbohydrate. The upward force of the
bounce improves body tone and exercises a
whole range of muscles in the body, not just the
legs and heart. Circulation aerobic exercise is
good for improving blood circulation by
pumping more blood through the body and to
the heart where it is enriched with oxygen.
Not only can you get fit and learn new skills,

this is a place where you can build lifelong
friendships and become part of our huge family.

How does joining a club differ from trying
it out in your back garden?
FM: The obvious reasons are – we train in a
weather – tight, safe and controlled
environment and you’re surrounded by
likeminded people who share the same
passion for the sport, always on hand to give
you advice. Garden trampolines are great for
fitness, but we strongly recommend joining
your local club to insure your child
understands the safety elements of this
potentially dangerous sport.

How long does it take to get to a
competitive standard?
FM: All the training in the world cannot count
for natural talent. It is such an individual sport,
it all depends on the performer.

For children/adults taking part, how often
do you need to train?
FM: We offer recreational classes once a week
lasting 45 minutes. Our trained Talent ID
coaches will invite you to attend Club
Development classes, increasing your weekly
sessions as appropriate. Our competitive
participants train on average, 8 hours per week.

Any local athletes who have gone on to
compete nationally?
FM: Yes, it took four long years, but we finally
have a performer who competes at National
level. Rohanna Lothar has been selected to train
in Perth WA to attend an intensive training camp
in preparations for the British Championsh
ps in September 2014. We also have a strong
presence within the Regional circuit.

Describe a couple of basic moves that
people might try out?
FM: First you lean the ‘basics’. This includes
shaped jumps, tucked, piked, straddled and
straight. Then we move onto body landings to
include seat, front and back landings. From
this, we add twisting elements, then string it all
tighter to form a 10 bounce routine.

Triathlon
Cycling, running and swimming…
all at once!
If you are looking for a new challenge and can’t
decide what to try, why not have a go at three
sports all at once? The swim, bike, run format
of triathlon presents a unique challenge, both
physical and mental, which will push your fit-
ness to another level.
Triathlon is one of the fastest-growing sports

in the UK, and it's easy to see why. There are
not many sports where you can stand on the
start line as a first-timer brushing shoulders
with elite athletes, but triathlon lets you do just
that. There are distances and courses to suit
everyone, from the nervous first-timer, to the
seasoned weekend warrior, and triathlon races
are renowned for their friendly, approachable,
inclusive nature.
Runners who find themselves succumbing to

injury often turn to cycling and swimming as a
form of cross-training. Others are attracted to
triathlon simply for the challenge of tackling
three different sports, and for the fun and
variety that the multi-faceted training presents.
Triathlon clubs offer friendly support and

structured training sessions, as well as a group
of like-minded people to expand your social
circle. Or you can get started yourself simply
by getting out there and giving it a go!
(Rachael Willis)

Aikido
Most martial arts fall into two different types –
the striking/kicking forms like Karate or
Taekwondo, and the throwing/defensive forms
like Judo, Jujutsu and Aikido.
The Japanese martial art of Aikido is very

different from most martial arts about today.
It is non-competitive, with no fighting, and
encourages its participants to work together
to learn something that is effective and
potentially life changing.
Developed in Japan before World War II,

Aikido is a powerful method of self-protection
that involves throws and locks to control an
aggressor. It uses precise body movements
rather than strength and aggression to redirect
the force of an attack into the ground or back
through the attacker.
Aikido is great fun to learn and is taught in a

friendly, traditional training environment. It is
also a great way to build up your physical
fitness, coordination and posture.
Aikido is an excellent learning tool for all,

including children. (Richard Watts)

Richard Watts, an instructor with Aikido
Oxford is a Black Belt with over ten years
Shudokan Aikido experience. He is also

trained in Iwama style Aikido and
Kyokushinkai Karate. Visit www.shudokan-

oxford.co.uk for more information

Trampoline sessions: Mondays – Blackbird
Leys Leisure Centre, Wednesdays –

OXSRAD, Court Place Farm, Saturdays –
Chipping Norton Leisure Centre.
For more information go to

www.higher-energy-trampolineclub.com

There are some places left for the
Blenheim Palace Triathlon which takes
place on 7 & 8 June. You can enter the

Triathlon Plus Priority Sprint Wave which
is ideal for beginners and people looking
for a PB as the course isn’t as busy. Enter at

theblenheimtriathlon.com

Trytri who run events around the south
of England have a Good Friday Triathlon

(18 April) at Radley College near Abingdon
making use of the surrounding countryside
and sports track, described as “a fantastic

event for novices and experienced athletes”.
Register at trytri.co.uk

Forthcoming local events:
Saturday 12 April – Brill Common,

east of Oxford
Saturday 10 May – Wittenham Clumps,

near Didcot
More details from www.tvoc.org.uk and

www.britishorienteering.org.uk

Swimmers at

Blenheim Triathlon



How long have you been working on
bikes for?
RC: I’ve picked up lots of knowledge of the bike
market and repairing expertise over many
years, having worked at Beeline, Broadribbs
and Cyclo Analyst. I also used to race downhill
mountain bikes in competitions all over the
country. I was mechanic for Lewis King who’s now
men’s Cross Country Champion in the Masters.
The shop itself has been going for 5 years.

What brands of bike do you have for sale?
RC: For makes, we get B’Twin, Raleigh,
Specialized, Trek, Ridgeback – all sorts of styles
– we get BMX, road bikes, traditional 3 speed,
hybrids and kids’ bikes. You can get something
from about £80 and upwards. I once found, and
sold straight away, an early ‘80s 3-speed Raleigh.
I polished it up and it was like it had just come
from the factory. That was worth about £250.

Why should people get a recycled bike?
RC: There are a lot of cheap bikes on the
market and the reliability isn’t up to scratch.
You can get a better quality bike for your
money. These bikes can be 10 years old – they
get refurbished and they can last another 10
years. You’re also saving a lot of metal from
going to the tip! All the bikes are guaranteed
for 3 months as well.

Do you think more people are riding recy-
cled bikes now?
RC: A lot of people do like the idea of this –
more people are into caring about the
environment and they’re doing their bit. You’re
also going to get something that’s a bit different
from what other people have got. We get

everyone from commuters, occasional cyclists,
weekend mountain bike and road competitors,
also, occasionally, collectors of vintage bikes.

How much would you charge to get a bike
roadworthy?
RC: We’re happy to give people quotes for
getting their wreck on the road or refurbishing
or repairing bikes. We can use second hand
parts or new ones, depending on how much
you want to spend. 

Recycled Cycles, Oxford
Telephone: 07583 806741
Address: 9a Windmill Road,

Headington, Oxford OX3 7BW
Website: recycledcycles-oxford.co.uk

PROMOTION
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giving bikes a
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Kickboxing

Personal Trainer Rachael Willis who
competed in Savate (French
Kickboxing), tells Off The Ball about
a sport which is high-intensity, fun,
and challenging

Suitable for all levels of fitness, kickboxing
can relieve stress, drop unwanted body fat,
increase cardiovascular fitness, help build
lean muscle to shape and tone your body,
and boost your self-confidence.
It is an effective and fun way to achieve

your weight and fitness goals. If climbing into
a ring doesn’t appeal, then pad-work (hitting
hand-held pads or punchbags) is a safe and
inclusive way of getting all the benefits
without the bruises! Combining punches with
a range of kicks and knee strikes, you will
soon discover that getting fit doesn’t have to
mean monotonous sessions slogging away on
the treadmill.
You will learn a new skill, get in great

shape, learn to push your limits, all while
having fun.
It’s a sport for all types of people –

kickboxer Keira (33) told us “I'd never done
kickboxing before and I'm enjoying it a lot.
It is a serious workout and a great stress
buster. I can really feel it toning my core,
which is the area that needs most work as I
have had a baby recently. I'm not the most
co-ordinated person so we go through the
sequences slowly first and then go for it.
I’m always surprised how totally exhausted I
feel after.” Pauline (68) who also kickboxes
said “Kickboxing is the best cardio workout
I could have. It teaches balance, co-ordination,
mental agility and flexibility. Most of all it’s
great fun!”

Kettlebells

Kettlebell trainer Mark Johnson tells
us about an excellent way to increase
your fitness quickly and stay fit with a
minimum of hassle

Kettlebell exercise is one of the most efficient
and effective forms of whole-body exercise.
The Kettlebell training tool has stood the test
of time, having been used as far back as 2,700
years ago by the Ancient Greeks when Olympic
athletes trained with them and they were made
out of sand, stone or iron.
One of the greatest advantages kettlebells

have over other weight training implements is
the versatility to mimmick all types of sport
movement patterns which makes it the ideal
tool for those ‘in the know’, whether you’re
doing most sports - anything from rowing to
tennis. The kettlebell can be and has been
used with astonishing results to improve the
performance of individuals and teams.
According to the American Council of

Exercise (ACE), kettlebell training is the most
effective in burning calories, comparative only
to uphill cross country skiing at a fast pace,
burning 20.2 calories a minute. Because
kettlebells work the whole body at once, and
burn over 600 calories in just half an hour, you
only need short sessions to get great results –
very handy for those with a busy lifestyle. 

Find out more about Mark’s specialisted
kettlebell training by visiting
www.kettlebellstudio.co.uk

Rachael Willis is a freelance
personal trainer.

Visit www.oxfordpersonaltraining.co.uk.
There are also the following Kickboxing
clubs in the area – Rising Spirit Academy

offer Kickboxing, Tae Kwon Do and
Karate (www.rising-spirit-academy.co.uk)
while the Oxford Martial Arts Academy
offers Boxing, Brazilian Jiu-jitsu and

Muay Thai

Cyclist Jack Adams training

with Mark Johnson via Skype

repairs /// spare parts /// accessories
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Vanishing spray and goal-line technology
introduced – what’s next for football, asks
Mervyn Hughes

Rule changes
On Saturday evenings in pubs, bus queues and
living rooms, the football conversations and
banter often concern something one team or
player “got away with”. Sometimes the
conversation or argument finishes with the
words “they ought to change the rules”.
Sometimes laws are changed… or experiments

are carried out to see if an idea can actually
work to improve the game. Goal-line technology,
a recent example, is with us now after much
pressure to introduce it, but only for the ‘big’
leagues, incidentally, surely the first law ever
that is not the same for everyone across the
world at all levels.

Vanishing spray
So what is being experimented with, or has
been in the past to help improve football? I will
discount the organisers of football in the USA
who wanted larger and higher
goals amongst other things to help
them ‘sell’ the game to their public.
Currently, the so called ‘vanishing

spray’ is being used in South
America. It sprays a white line, a
temporary visual marker that
vanishes after a short while. It
was used by FIFA for the 2013
Under 20 World Cup in Turkey and it’ll be used
in the Champions League (should be interesting
as the weather in Europe will be much different

to that in South America – will that affect the
spray, will it vanish quicker than it should in the
rain, is it ok in mud?).

Offside rule
In 1973, in two Scottish FA competitions (the
League Cup and Drybrough Cup), they
experimented with the offside rule. The
penalty-area was extended to join up with the
touchlines, creating a solid-line, eighteen yards
from goal. The offside law was only applied
when a player was beyond the ‘new’ penalty-
area line. There was a reduction in midfield
congestion, as players could receive the ball
higher up the pitch. The Scottish FA proposed
to FIFA a law change which was not successful
in 1974, and although they tried again in the
same competitions in 1975, it was not suggested
again. The proposed rule change may have
suited the hustle and bustle of Scottish
football, but it lacked the support of countries
that have very skilful, creative midfield players
who would have been partly sidelined with this
style of play.

Throw-ins
In the 1987–8 season, the Football Conference
was used to test an experiment where no
attacker could be offside directly from a free
kick. This idea was not a success as the attacking
team could pack a penalty-area for any free
kick remotely near their opponents’ goal.
Overall quality of football suffered… failed.
Kick-ins, as opposed to throw-ins, were tried

out in the Isthmian League (including Oxford
City) and the Belgian second division. It was also
used in the FIFA 1993 Under 17 World Cup in
Japan. Again, it was not a success, as what
happened in reality was that the ball was
‘lumped’ into the penalty-area instead of
involving structured, quality, football, with a
team keeping its shape. By the middle of the

season some management teams
(including Oxford City) told their
players that they would be
substituted if anyone kicked the
ball in! Another non-runner.
What will be the next idea/

proposal to try to shake the game
up? Perhaps it’s the Sepp Blatter-
proposed the ‘Sin Bin’ idea for

players who pretend to be injured. Is there a
Hawkeye that’ll show when players are offside
or not? Watch this space…

Volunteering at a big sports event is always
challenging but usually enjoyable. I was at the
Rowing World Cup 2013 at Eton Dorney, the
venue which saw the Olympic rowing successes
and the ‘Dorney Roar’, where 32,500
spectators made a lot of noise when the Brits
were pulverising the opposition.

Extra mile
I had two training sessions to prepare me for
the event; both were in London (see you do
have to go the extra mile for this sort of thing
sometimes!). Incidentally, it seems that to hire
Eton Dorney is very expensive as the entire site
is owned by Eton school (you hire the water
and everything else is added on I was told).

Fun Aussies
Training rowing happened at the site all week
and racing was on the mornings of Friday,
Saturday and Sunday. Most of the time, I was
the Help Desk person for the Transport team,
working with the Team Managers (over thirty
teams) so they could plan ahead when their
rowers would train on the lake and ‘on the day’
possibly change arrival and departure times.
Thankfully everyone spoke good English (the
Aussies were fun as they discovered my name
was the same as one of their ex-fast bowlers –
lots of banter ensued).

Singing in the rain
The competition rowing finished at about
12.15pm each day and then the spectators
(5,000 on the best day) poured home quickly
(although some did head for the beer tent),
one reason being the weather was awful, with

high winds and pouring rain in particular on
the Saturday and Sunday (this led to a
performance on the Sunday by everyone of
‘Singing in the Rain!’). Volunteers had to park a
mile and a quarter away from the buildings, so
walking into the wind to avoid ending up in
Burnham was a necessary skill – it kept you fit.

Humorous moments
On the debit side, I had long shifts of about
nine hours, with food brought to us as we
worked. On the credit side, everyone was very
friendly and helpful with humorous moments a
plenty. How can you explain to a young female
rower from Venezuela (where the temperature
is a constant high all year and coats are never
needed) that vicious winds and persistent rain
was not unusual for an English ‘summer’ after
she had got soaked whilst riding her bike? Then
surprise in finding the Irish team manager had a
Danish accent… and a volunteer with limited
political knowledge, or a wicked sense of
humour, filling a coach with Ukrainian and
Russian rowers (nationally, they are not
‘chums’). I even got asked for train and taxi
information for a rower’s girlfriend, ticket-
swaps and a request for an engineer in Slough,
as a bolt had sheered on the Czech boat trailer.
It’s all part of the service though…

Volunteers needed for numerous
roles for the Sport Relief Mile at

Cutteslowe Park, Sunday 23 March.
For advice on volunteering in general,

visit www.oxfordshiresport.org/
volunteer-opportunities

If you get the chance, he
lp at a sports event this 

year –

it’s well worth the experience, but
 pack your waterproofs…

Mervyn Hughes volunteer
ed at the Rowing World Cup last year

Volunteering

FOOTBALL
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Tennis
For tennis players, it’s important to be able to
have energy to last you through a game which
may go for a two to three hours, so during a
game I suggest they have a carbohydrate-type
drink with a little bit of protein in it. Eat some
easily digestible foods like, banana, mango or
rice pudding.

Golf
The golfer needs to make sure they maintain
blood sugar levels throughout the round – this
would mean judicious use of energy drinks and
probably best alternate them with water so you
don’t get any spikes in the blood sugar level,
and eat some easily digestible low sugar foods.

Rowing
Rowers to tend to focus on high-carbohydrate
diet because of the actual volume of training
they do. Typically, they overlook the protein
content of their diet, so it’s very important after
training to get some protein and carbohydrates

into your system. Whilst on long training rows
make sure you consume an energy drink. For a
rower, it’s really important to maintain your body
composition and not carry any excess fat because
that is going to be a dead weight in the boat.

Running
For people involved in running, body composition
is very important to make sure that you are very
light and have very low levels of body fat because
that's just deadweight. I would make sure an
athlete was as lean as they possibly could be. For
power-based events, you can look at supplements
like creatine and as you move up the distances
to 400m and 800m the build up of lactic acid
actually slows you down so there are
supplements that you can use that help buffer
lactic acid such as beta alanine. For more
endurance-based runners there are
supplements that boost the amount of nitric
oxide in your blood – NO dilates your blood
vessels increasing blood flow to your muscles.

Football/rugby
My business partner Matt Lovell works with the
England rugby team, Manchester City and Spurs
football teams so we have a lot of expertise in
this area. Same as with other sports you need to
monitor and maintain your body composition
level. In rugby, there’s physical demands for
different positions, so prop forward can be
allowed to have a little bit extra body fat than
other players in the team. A common mistake that
we often see with our footballers and rugby
players is a tendency to drink sugary sports drinks
on the way to a game – only drink these once you
have started warming up and at half time. Some
players will use caffeine at half time to provide
a boost for the second half.

Gavin’s nutrition advice for sports

Gavin Allinson is a certified Sports Nutritionist
with the International Society of Sports
Nutrition (CISSN). See gavinallinson.com.

In part 2 of a series of a
rticles,

local sports nutrition ex
pert

Gavin Allinson tips us of
f on

simple ways to improve

sporting performance…
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Can you make them yourself?
It is possible to make your own cheap sports
drink or if you want a low carb version. Just
add diluted squash or fruit juice and add some
extra sugar if you in if you want a higher carb
version. The important thing is to add a pinch
of salt to the liquid – I use a French grey sea
salt that’s got a very good balance of all trace
minerals particularly the sodium and the
magnesium. I’ve got a number of different
recipes on my website FatLossChef.com that
you can access.

What are the minerals/proteins you should
be looking to maximise?
One major vitamin that the majority of peoples
whose bloods we test need more of is Vitamin
D. We make vitamin D from the sunlight and
living here in the UK – we don’t get very
much sun, so, generally, we have very low
levels, so supplement with vitamin D. The
next mineral that we tend to be deficient in is
magnesium.There are various reasons why that
may be – poor quality soil that our food is
grown in may cause it to be depleted.
Magnesium is involved in 300 enzyme
reactions within the body so it’s very important
to make sure you’re topped up. Another area
where we are chronically deficient as a
population is our Omega 3 to Omega 6
balance. We get Omega 3 oils from oily fish
like salmon and mackerel. Too much Omega 6
causes inflammation and it’s this imbalance a
lot of researchers are starting to say that can
lead to diseases of the circulatory system
(heart attacks and strokes).

What types of food should sports
people avoid?
The major things to be avoided are foods high
in Omega 6 oils – foods like sunflower oil and
margarine; I would definitely avoid foods that
use those. I eat more butter and a virgin,
organic, coconut oil. Other things to avoid are
foods that combine high-fat and high carbs
e.g. pizzas, doughnuts and a dish like pasta
carbonara which has pasta, cream and bacon.

What benefits do fresh fruit and vegetables
have to a sports-friendly diet?
A sports person has a higher requirement for fruit
and veg than the government’s recommendations
of five a day. I suggest that athletes aim for
nine to 13 portions a day. Aim towards more
vegetables rather than fruit though as fruit tends
to have high levels of sugar. The major benefit
that fruit and vegetables have is they provide a
range of antioxidants which actually help repair
any damage that you encounter from the stresses
of training antioxidants. If you’re not consuming
higher levels of fruit and veg. I recommend you
use a quality antioxidant supplement.

What’s your opinion on energy drinks?
Carbohydrate drinks and energy gels have become
very popular and often you will see kids walking
to school drinking an energy drink. Really they
should only be consumed while exercising or post
exercise. When exercising under 40 minutes in
duration you probably don’t need them at all.
Often you see people in the gym whom you
presume are trying to lose weight because of their
size, slaving away on a treadmill and drinking a
bottle of Lucozade – potentially they could be
consuming more calories from the Lucozade than
they are burning on the treadmill! However, too
much water by itself can actually be dangerous and
even fatal, leading to a situation called hyper-
natraemia. If you over consume water and don’t
have enough sodium irons or electrolytes, that
can cause an imbalance in the amount of sodium
ions which can actually lead to death. It’s rare and
you need to be drinking a lot of water without any
food or salt for it to happen, so if you are running
a marathon in hot conditions ensure you use an
electrolyte drink or add some salt to your water.



190 Cowley Road, Oxford, OX4 1UE 
Doors 7pm unless stated
Venue box office opening hours: 
Mon-Sat 12pm-5.30pm
ticketweb.co.uk • wegottickets.com 
seetickets.com • gigantic.com

EVERY SATURDAY
£5 adv / NUS / members, £4 NHS

10.30pm - 3am • over 18s only

Sat 15th Feb • £6 adv
7pm - 11.30pm

Upstairs 
ft. Black Hats 
In association with BBC Introducing 
+ Invisible Vegas 
+ Late Night Lights 
+ The Shapes 
+ Talk in Code

Sun 16th Feb • £12.50 adv

Mike Peters
Declaration Tour 

Tues 18th Feb  

Twenty One Pilots 
Fri 21st Feb • £7 adv

Rock Lives 
ft. The Howling 
+ Skam 
+ Crash Mansion 
+ Godsbaine

Fri 21st Feb • £8 adv / £6 NUS
11pm - 3am • over 18s only

Switch 
ft. No Artificial 
Colours 
Sat 22nd Feb • £8 adv
7pm - 10pm

Lauren Aquilina
Fri 28th Feb  
6.30pm - 10pm

5 Seconds 
of Summer 
Fri 28th Feb • £8 adv
6.30pm - 10pm

Foxes 
Fri 28th Feb • £12 adv / £8 NUS
11pm - 3am • over 18s only

Switch 
ft. Annie Mac 

Sat 1st Mar • £8 adv
6pm - 10pm

Room 94 
Mon 3rd Mar • £11 adv

Temples 
Tues 4th Mar  

Bonobo 
Thurs 6th Mar • £15 adv

We Are Scientists 
Fri 7th Mar • £8 adv / £6 NUS
11pm - 3am • over 18s only

Switch 
ft. Josh Butler 
Sat 8th Mar • £14 adv
6.30pm - 10pm

The Answer 
Sat 8th Mar • £6 adv
6.30pm - 10pm

Charlee Drew 
+ Jack Little

Sun 9th Mar • £16.50 adv

The Selecter 
“35 Years of The Selecter” 

Weds 12th Mar • £15 adv

Lissie 
Thurs 13th Mar • £16 adv

The English Beat 
featuring original vocalist 
Dave Wakeling 

Fri 14th Mar • £12 adv / £8 NUS
11pm - 3am • over 18s only

Switch ft. MK 
Sat 15th Mar • £10 adv
7pm - 10pm

The Dualers
Mon 17th Mar • £23 adv

The Stranglers 
40th Anniversary Tour

Mon 17th Mar • £10 adv

Loveable Rogues 
Tues 18th Mar • £18.50 adv

Maximo Park 
Fri 21st Mar • £8 adv / £6 NUS
11pm - 3am • over 18s only

Switch ft. 
Mak & Pasteman 

Fri 21st Mar • £8 adv
6.30pm - 10pm

Black Bullet Live Presents

Rock Lives
ft. Slam Cartel 
+ Buffalo Summer 
+ Aaron Keylock

Sat 22nd Mar • £6 adv
7pm - 11.30pm

Upstairs 
ft. Racing Glaciers 
In association with BBC Introducing 

Mon 24th Mar • £7 adv

Saint Raymond 
Tues 25th Mar • £15.50 adv

Metronomy 
Thurs 27th Mar • £14 adv

Katy B 
Fri 28th Mar • £11 adv
6.30pm - 10pm

Banks

Fri 28th Mar • £8 adv / £6 NUS
11pm - 3am • over 18s only

Switch 
ft. Friction & 
Linguistics MC 

Sat 29th Mar • £7 adv

Skeletor 
ft. Desert Storm 
+ Prosperina 
+ Evavoid 
+ Overlord + Masiro 

Tues 8th Apr • £20 adv

Sophie Ellis-Bextor 

Fri 11th Apr • £8 adv
6.30pm - 10pm

Black Bullet Live Presents

Martyr de Mona
+ Lest We Forget 
+ Dead Mesa 
+ Icon

Sat 12th Apr • £6 adv
7pm - 11.30pm

Upstairs 
ft. Rabbit Foot 
Spasm Band 
In association with BBC Introducing 
+ Duchess 
+ Brickwork Lizards 
+ Temple Funk Collective

Sun 13th Apr • £20 adv

Matt Cardle 
Sun 13th Apr • £15 adv

Deaf Havana 
+ The Maine
+ The People The Poet

Tues 15th Apr • £20 adv

Alkaline Trio 
+ Bayside 

Tues 22nd Apr • £20 adv

Magnum 
Weds 23rd Apr • £20 adv
7.30pm - 11pm

New Model Army 
Thurs 1st May • £11 adv

The Temperance 
Movement 
Sat 10th May • £6 adv
7pm - 10pm

Alex Lanyon 
Mon 12th May • £10 adv

Augustines 
Tues 13th May • £8 adv

Wolf Alice 
Thurs 15th May • £16.50 adv

Pentatonix 
Weds 28th May • £10 adv

Bury Tomorrow 
Fri 30th May • £12 adv / £8 NUS
11pm - 3am • over 18s only

Switch and Simple 
ft. Eats Everything 
Sat 31st May • £22.50 adv
7pm - 10.30pm

Chas & Dave 
Back By Popular Demand 

Sat 4th Oct • £13 adv
6.30pm - 10pm • Show starts 7pm

Ultimate Genesis 
Thurs 16th Oct • £15 adv

The Orb 
Fri 17th Oct • £11 adv
6.30pm - 10pm

Guns2Roses & 
Metallica Reloaded 

Tickets for Saturday night shows include FREE ENTRY TO  PROPAGANDA / TRASHY (or £6 / £5 NUS on the door)


